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Address OGNEUPOR-KOMPLEKT LLC / Ognecom 
Nametkina Street 14/1 
117420 Moscow

Country Russian Federation

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
OGNEUPOR-KOMPLEKT LLC is known on Russian refractory market since 1997.

Activity we had within last years caused transformation from small trading to large holding company having its own production facilities. Nowadays the
holding company integrates several companies including JSC ‘Snegirevskie ogneupory’, ‘Metpromsnab’ LLC, ‘NPKO Stalproekt’ LLC, ‘NTC Pribor’
LLC and Sferamet LLC.

We suppose that our united solidary work as well as effective management has become good basis for achievement of success on the market. We set
oneself real objects on each stage of our development and tried to provide realization completely. As result, we formed such organizational structure
which provides effective solution on top professional level in limited time.

As reported, our staff is an important element of whole process. We are very proud to know that our staff is highly motivated team of professionals
united by common corporate spirit. Leadership of company pays close attention to development of professional skills of employees. Therefore our
company co-operates with leading Russian scientific and educational institutions providing special training courses, seminars and conferences.
Furthermore, our employees often visit domestic and foreign refractory, metallurgical and glass enterprises for experience exchange.

Successful activity of any company is not possible without effective logistics. Therefore our company has established its branches in Lipetsk,
Magnitogorsk, Saint-Petersburg, Chelyabinsk and Cherepovets. High professional skills of logistics specialists as well as availability of warehouses in
European part of Russia lead to delivery of materials in time.

Our company has Research and Development Centre which is well staffed by highly professional specialists with reach experience in metallurgical,
refractory and glass industries.
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